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1. PROJECT SUMMARY

The objective of this research program is to study theoretically the underlying principles of solid-

state dynamics and quantum mechanical transport of carriers in ultrasmall novel semiconductor devices.

The areas of research are: 1) theory of phonon modes in reduced dimensions, 2) effects of band

structure on electronic and optical properties of heterostnzctures, and 3) quantum transport in solids

with special emphasis on the non-perturbative role of high-electric fields and many-body effects in

dynamical processes. The treatment of these problems is mainly analytical through the development of

macroscopic and microscopic physical models with an emphasis on quantum mechanical principles. At

the same time, numerical approaches has also been utilized for realistic solutions with accuracy.

Specific subjects discussed in this report include the effects of confinement and localization on optical

and acoustic phonon modes, band mixing in phonon-assisted transitions, and Bloch electron quantum

transport theory under hot-electron conditions. The knowledge developed in this work will be of major

importance in explaining the novel phenomena and fundamental questions relating to the breakdown of

classical solid-state electronics as device dimensional scales are reduced to the submicron and ultra-

submicron regime.
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2. PROJECT DESCRIPTION

2.1 Introduction

Recent advances in semiconductor materials growth techniques, such as molecular beam epitaxy

(MBE), metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD), and atomic layer epitaxy (ALE), have

made possible the fabrication of de, . 'ith one or more dimensions approaching the spacing

between planes of atoms. These nan :- -scale techniques have also opened new possibilities for

"band gap engineering" of novel semiconductor devices, including heterostructures with spatially

modulated energy band gaps. By using the vanility of the boundary conditions which can be

imposed on the wave functions, electrical and optical respomses in thes,, structures can be tailored vir-

tually at wilL As fabrication technology has allowed such ultrasmall strietures to be realized, many

new and fundamental questions have emerged concerning the underlying physics of small dimensions

with complex, quantum-scale boundary conditions in semiconductor devices. Important issues now

under investigation include quantum mechanical phenomena such as size quantization, phase coherence,

and highly nonequilibrium transport in which a perturbative treatment or the assumption of linear

response is not applicable (see, for example, Refs. 1-3). More than ever before, it is important that our

ability to analyze these physical phenomena occurring at ultrasmall scales proceeds technological

developments and leads the way to future advances.

In 1990, the Office of Naval Research initiated sponsorship of a basic research program in the

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering at North Carolina State University. The general

goal of this research program is to study theoretically solid-state dynamics and quantum mechanical

transport of carriers in ultrasmall novel semiconductor devices. The emphasis is on the development of

physical understanding of the novel phenomena mainly through analytical approaches. However,

numerical evaluation will also be employed for realistic solutions with accuracy. Our efforts have been

devoted to investigating three important problems. The first one is the theory of phonon modes in
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heterosznzctures. The changes in longitudinal-optical (LO) phonon frequencies, lifetimes, and interac-

tions with carriers as a result of reduced dimensionality are the main subjects in this part of the

research. Due to the advent of lattice mismatched strained-layer (i.e., pseudomorphic) structures, the

effects of strain on LO-phonon modes have been investigated as well. Recently, the scope of this

research effort has been expanded to investigate the effects of acoustic phonon confinement on

piezoelectric scattering and deformation potential scattering. The results will be of major importance to

a wide variety of nanoscale semiconductor devices in which the scattering by quantized phonon modes

plays a significant and, at times, a dominant role in determining the electronic and optoelectronic pro-

perties. The second topic is the quantum mechanical transport of charge carriers with specific

emphasis on the effects of electron-electron and electron-phonon interactions in the presence of high-

electric fields and many-body effects in dynamical processes. A novel formalism for treating Bloch

electron dynamics and quantum transport in electric fields of arbitrary strength and timc dependence

has been studied in an attempt to include all quantum mechanical effects collectively in the lowest

order in the scattering strength [1]. Specific interest in this inelastic scattering problem arises from

issues and questions relevant to the role of high-electric fields in influencing transport, electron relaxa-

tion, and noise generation as well as ionization processes in quantum wells, tunnel barriers, superlat-

tices, and quantum wires. At the same time, attempts have been made to study the effects of quantum

mechanical principles on carrier transport with more macroscopic approaches such as dielectric func-

tion theory. As the third topic, we have recently begun to emphasize the effects of band structure

which are critical to understanding electronic and optoelectronic properties of heterostructures.

Detailed knowledge of band structure in the presence of heterointerfaces, such as mixing and evanes-

cent states, is essential for the characteristic response of a mesoscopic system which is beyond the

realm of the conventional effective mass approximation. The main subjects of interest in this topic

include the effects of band mixing in linear and nonlinear optical constants, tunneling, and phonon-

assisted transitions.
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Although only four years old, this program has already resulted in thirty nine refereed publica-

tions in the literature, five additional manuscripts are currently in press, and one more has been submit-

ted to a major technical journal. Numerous invited talks and presentations have been and will be given

at conferences and workshops throughout the United States and in other countries. A listing of these

publications is given in Appendix A. In addition, this research program provides a perfect complement

to other aspects of our research efforts in which numerical modeling aspects of transport study are

emphasized. Due to the complicated geometry and boundary conditions, a realistic model for a realis-

tic device structure is attainable only through numerical approaches. The accurate physical models and

understanding developed in this research facilitates the development of the numerical models better

able to explain experimental observations and to predict new physical phenomena. Overall, this

research program supported by ONR has been efficient and productive. The quality of our program

will continue to improve in the future. In this annual report, the progress and accomplishments made

during the past contract period will be summarized.

The structure of the rest of this report is as follows: in Section 2.2, the research results of the

past contract period are summarized; Section 2.3 provides the list of publications resulting from this

research supported by ONR during the 1993-94 contract period; Section 3 contains background infor-

mation describing project personnel; and the Appendices include a list of refereed publications sup-

ported by this research program since 1990 and the title page of each paper published during the

1993-94 contract period.
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2.2 Summary of Research Results

This section provides the current status of our research efforts on the theory of electron-acoustic-

phonon interactions, the LO phonon lifetime, the effects of band mixing, and quantum mechanical tran-

sport in semiconductor nanostructures. The major accomplishments during the past contract period are:

" We have derived appropriately normalized approximate expressions for the acoustic phonons

confined in a free-standing rectangular quantum wire by quantizing the acoustic phonon displace-

ments and, subsequently, have formulated the interaction Hamiltonian for the deformation poten-

tial associated with confined acoustic phonon modes in rectangular quantum wires. The deforma-

tion potential scattering rates due to the confined acoustic phonon modes have been obtained for

GaAs quantum wires with a range of cross sectional dimensions. Comparison with the

corresponding rates obtained with bulk phonons demonstrates that a proper treatment of confined

acoustic phonons may be essential to correctly modeling electron scattering rates at low energies

in nanoscale structures.

* We have developed an approach to calculate the lifetime of LO phonons via emission of two

acoustic phonons in bulk zincblende semiconductors. The interaction Hamiltonian for anhar-

monic decay is derived based on Keating's treatment of anharmonic contributions in the elastic

strain energy of a crystal. Application of this model to bulk GaAs provides excellent agreement

with available experimental data. Since the parameters employed in the model can be obtained

experimentally and theoretically, our approach provides a useful tool for investigating LO phonon

lifetimes in semiconductors.

" We have calculated the r-X intersubband scattering rates due to optical phonon emission by

using a tight binding method for electrons and the dielectric continuum model for optical pho-

nons, and have demonstrated that this is an important mechanism for the r-X relaxation process

in type-UI superlattices. Among the various phonon modes, the strongest are found to be the
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AIM confined modes and the weakest are the GaAs confined modes. It is also shown that the

parity of electron states affects the transition rates significantly. The theoretical results obtained

from our calculations are in general agreement with the experimental data.

We have developed an extension of the Kronig-Penney model to treat mixings of different valleys

in type-Il superlattices. The value of the mixing parameter used in this model was deduced by

comparison with more sophisticated theory and various experiments for the GaAs/AlAs material

system. It is shown that with the use of a single value for the mixing parameter, this simple and

efficient model can reasonably reproduce the important aspects of valley mixing effects in

GaAs/AlAs superlattices over a wide range of layer thicknesses.

We have developed a novel formalism for treating Bloch electron dynamics and quantum tran-

sport in a superimposed uniform and oscillatory electric field. Based on this treatment, a com-

plete analysis of single-band and multi-band processes and the total transition rates including all

possible transitions have been obtained. We have also investigated the effect of localized impuri-

ties on transport of an electron in a uniform electric field, and have formulated a theory to

describe Bloch electron transport through spatially localized inhomogeneous potential barriers

using a field-dependent Green's function approach.

Each of these results is presented in detail in the following discussions.

Electron-confined-acoustic-phonon scattering in quantum wires

A number of proposed applications of mesoscopic electronic structures involve carrier transport at

low temperatures and low carrier energies; frequently, the regime of interest is one where dimensional

confinement modifies the phase space substantially. It is well known that in this low temperature, low

energy regime, acoustic phonons play an enhanced role in carder scattering and may dominate over the

scattering of carriers by optical phonons. In addition, in nanoscale structures it is possible that phase

space restrictions may weaken or forbid optical phonon scattering processes that would normally
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dominate in bulk structures. Recently, there has been an extensive effort to study the role of dimen-

sional confinement in modifying LO phonon modes and their interactions with charge carriers in

nanoscale and mesoscopic semiconductor structures, as demonstrated by numerous publications by us

(supported by this program) as well as by others. On the other hand, there are relatively few treat-

ments dealing with the role of dimensional confinement in modifying acoustic phonon modes and their

interactior with charge carriers. In spite of the fact that there is an extensive literature on the theory

of acoustic modes in conventional waveguides, resonators and related structures, few efforts have been

reported to formulate a theory of acoustic phonons in nanoscale structures where both phonon

confinement and a quantum mechanical treatment of phonon normalization are essential. The necessity

for such theoretical treatments has been demonstrated recently by experimental studies providing both

direct and indirect evidence [4,51 of the importance of acoustic phonon confinement in reduced dimen-

sional electronic structures.

During the past contract period, we have initiated a research effort to study the effects of

confinement on acoustic phonons and their interactions with electrons in nanoscale structures. As a

first project in this area, we have developed appropriately normalized approximate expressions for the

acoustic phonons confined in a free-standing rectangular quantum wire by quantizing the acoustic pho-

non displacements and, subsequently, have formulated the interaction Hamiltonian for the deformation

potential associated with confined acoustic phonon modes in rectangular quantum wires. In addition,

preliminary works have been done to determine the role of acoustic phonon confinement in modifying

piezoelectric scattering as well as deformation potential scattering in a number of different quantum-

wire and quantum-dot geometries of significant interest in nanoelectronics and optoelectronics. In this

section, we present our study on the effects of confinement on acoustic phonon modes in a free-

standing rectangular quantum wire and the associated deformation potential scattering.



The specific structure of our interest is a free-standing rectangular quantum wire of infinite length

in the z-direction having an x-directed height (or thickness), 2a, and a y-directed width, 2d; the origin

of coordinates in the x-y plane is taken to be at the geometric center of the rectangular cross section.

Our approach on confined acoustic phonon modes is based on the classic study by Morse on acoustic

modes in a conventional waveguide of rectangular cross section [6]. Through an extended analysis,

Morse has derived an approximate set of hybrid compressional, or dilatational, acoustic modes which

are found to accurately approximate the experimentally observed modes over a wide range of condi-

tions. Specifically, he has found that the approximate hybrid modes derived by assuming separable

boundary conditions have simple analytical representations (as in our previous analysis of optical pho-

non modes in rectangular quantum wires) and provide convenient approximations for the rectangular

geometry when the cross-sectional dimensions have aspect ratios of approximately 2 or greater.

Adopting Morse's form for the approximate separation-of-variable solution, the x-, y-, and z-directed

acoustic mode displacements for the "thickness" mode may be written, respectively, as

Ul = Ajsinkjx + asink2x}cos(hy)e'a-), (la)

v, = A{--hcoskjx + Ocosk 2xjsin(hy)eW' c<), (lb)

w1 = iA{- - coskjx + -(k 2a + hP)cosk2xjcos(hy)e0'z-t), Ic)
k,

where A is the normalization constant, y is the z-directed free wavevector, c is the phase velocity, a

and 0 are defined by

sinkla 2(h 2 + )

sn2a ( 2 +h 2 _) (2a)

sinka 2k2h
sink 2a ( 2 + h2 -k) '(2)

and
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kI + h2 = [(c/cd2- I, (3a)

k2 + h = ? 2 [(c/c, - ii, (3b)

with the compressional, or dilatational, sound speed. cd, and the transverse, or shear, sound speed, c.

The oudxiary conditions for acoustic modes in free-standing structures require that the stress com-

ponents normal to the surface vanish at the surface. Application of this condition at x=±a (i.e.,

T=Tyf=T,,=O at x=±a) results in an equation which serves as the dispersion relation,

tank2a 4ktk2'h2 + (2)

=-nk (h2 + I2 k )

However, the corresponding boundary condition at y-±d (i.e., Tyy=TxT=O) cannot be satisfied

exactly due to the wel-known difficulties at the comers. When d_2a, this problem can be circum-

vented since the two shear stresses Ty and T, become negligible. Accordingly, only the extensional

stress T needs to vanish at the surface; this condition requires,

1lx
h = (n + I-)-, n=0,1,2,-. (5)

The principal thickness mode (i.e., n=O or h=ir2d) has no nodal surfaces parallel to the length, and is

the dominant mode. For a given h and y, both k, and k2 may be written in terms of c as shown in Eq.

(3). When substituted in Eq. (4), the phase velocity c has multiple solutions due to the periodic nature

of the trigonometric functions. Consequently, the dispersion relation or the phonon frequency o) (=cy)

in a quantum wire needs an additional index m to distinguish different modes.

In addition to the thickness modes, another set of acoustic modes is observed experimentally [6].

These modes corresponds to "width modes" and are determined in a manner similar to that used to

determine the thickness modes. By satisfying the boundary conditions on the stress at y=-d (i.e.,

Ty=Txyj=Tr=0), the solutions for the width modes show expressions analogous to Eq. (1) with the

roles of x and y as well as k and h interchanged, respectively. For these modes, k is then determined
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by approximate boundary conditions at x=±a. The dispersion relation for the width mode is identical

in form to Eq. (4). As for the thickness modes, the principal mode with k=0 is the dominant mode.

Figure I depicts the dispersion curves of the six lowest thickness modes (h=2r2d, m=1, - ,6) and the

corresponding width modes (k=O, m-l, ... ,6) for a GaAs quantum wire free-standing in vacuum.

The quantum wire cross sectional dimension is chosen to be 28.3 A by 56.6 A (i.e., 10 by 20 mono-

layers). As expected, the width modes tend to have lower energies than the thickness modes since the

width is greater than the thickness for the case represented in this figure.

When properly quantized, the acoustic modes derived in conventional waveguides can be applied

to describe the characteristics of confined acoustic phonon modes in semiconductor quantum wires.

Following the quantization procedure, the normalization constant in Eq. (1) may be determined by

+a +d
f fdx fdy {uju + vjv + w1w (6)2Ma (6

where M is the mass for a unit cell and om is the frequency corresponding to the mode with wavevec-

tor y in the z direction, as described before. With this condition, the classical phonon displacement

may be written in terms of quantized normal coordinates, and the interaction Hamiltonians caused by

lattice vibrations can be developed readily. In particular, the interaction Hamiltonian for deformation

potential scattering is given by,

Hdd = E.v.WOO = E 7 [c.,,,,(,) + c,,+ C + . (7)
ynnax ay &J

where c(,,() and c,(-f) are the usual annihilation and creation operators. In this equation, the sum

over y represents the usual integration over wavevector, while the sums over n and m represent the

addition of the various acoustic phonon modes. When the expressions given in Eqs. (1) and (6) are

adopted for determining the phonon displacements, this Hamiltnian provides the desired description

for the electron-acoustic-phonon interaction in rectangular quantum wires, and replaces the commonly-
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Figure 1. Dispersion curves for the six lowest width and thickness modes (m = 1,.. - ,6) of a 28.3
X x 56.6 AGaAs quantum wire. The solid lines are for the width modes, and the dashed lines are for
the thickness modes.
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Figure 2. Deformation potential scattering rates for bulk and confined acoustic phonon modes in a
28.3 A x 56.6 A GaMs quantum wire at 77 K. Enhancements in the scattering rate for the case of
confined acoustic modes occur at the onset of emission for the various width and thickness modes.
These uthrshls are at 0.03, 2.36, 2.55, 4.90, 7.30, and 7.40 meV for the width modes, and at 2.06,
4.44, 5.90, 9.87, 14.5, and 15.1 meV for the thickness modes. The plotting resolution depicted is not
fine enough to illustrate fully the importance of the density-of-stats effects in the rectangular quantum
wire.
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used Hamiltonian based on bulk acoustic phonons.

Based on the deformation potential interaction Hamiltonian derived above, we have calculated the

electron-acoustic-phonon scattering rates in a GaAs rectangular quantum wire free-standing in vacuum.

For simplicity, an isotropic cubic medium has been assumed and the compressional, or longitudinal,

sound speed has been taken to be that of GaAs; it should be noted that imposing both of these con-

straints makes it impossible to have a transverse sound speed matching that of GaAs. This is a conse-

quence of the fact that GaAs may be treated as having an isotropic elastic tension only in a very rough

approximation. In this work, Poisson's ratio, a, is taken to have the physically reasonable value of

1/3; this choice fixes the value of c, for a given cd in Eq. (3). The Fermi Golden Rule scattering rates

for emission and absorption are plotted in Fig. 2 as functions of electron energy. In this figure, the

extreme quantum limit is assumed and the rates are obtained for the ground (electronic) states at 77 K.

For comparison, the results for bulk acoustic modes are shown as well. Two distinct and important

features are obvious from Fig. 2. First, the appearance of structure is prominent in the scattering rates

(for confined phonons) which results from the energy threshold for the different mode values, m, of the

thickness and width modes. As can be seen from Fig. 2, each of these modes makes a notable contri-

bution to the density-of-states and to the scattering rate. In particular, the scattering rates at low ener-

gies show pronounced peaks and are strongly enhanced due to the dominance of selected compres-

sional modes in the emission process. Thus, it is essential to retain a number of acoustic modes for an

accurate estimation of scattering rates. The results shown in Fig. 2 have been obtained by including

the six lowest-order thickness modes as well as the six lowest-order width modes. Due to the limited

resolution in plotting, the details of the one dimensional nature (such as the number of peaks and their

heights) are not illustrated fully in this figure. The second important feature of Fig. 2 is that the

scattering rates for the case of the confined acoustic modes are higher than the corresponding scattering

rates based on bulk phonons. These enhanced scattering rates provide an indication that conceptual

designs for mesoscopic devices need to be based on an awareness of the fact that confined acoustic
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modes may play a significant role in carier transport in these devices. It is also important to note that

the sets of the solutions for confined acoustic modes given above (i.e., thickness and width modes)

may not be complete. Thus it is plausible that confinement may enhance the electron-acoustic-phonon

scattering rate even more than it is presented in this work.

Theoretical calculation of LO phonon lifetimes

In polar semiconductors, carrier energy and momentum relaxation processes are frequently dom-

inated by the interaction of carriers with optical phonons, particularly the LO phonons. It is now

well-known that carrier relaxation rates underlie a range of phenomena other than simple carrier tran-

sport. Previous analyses of carrier relaxation in semiconductor microstructures have demonstrated that

emission alone does not, in general, dominate the carrier energy loss rates since subsequent optical

phonon absorption events slow the relaxation process. Instead, it has been shown that the overall car-

rier relaxation rate is frequently dominated by the decay of the strongly interacting optical phonon into

weakly interacting acoustic phonons. Thus, the detailed knowledge of optical phonon decay, which is

characterized by lifetime, is of major importance in understanding carrier dynamics in semiconductors.

The decay process of optical phonons arises primarily from the three-phonon interaction through the

anharmonic terms of the crystal potential energy. This phenomenon has been scrutinized by a number

of authors mostly in bulk materials [7-121. The approaches taken by these authors can be classified

broadly in two categories: highly complex and complete microscopic models [7,8,111 with parameters

which are very difficult to measure, and simpler macroscopic treatments [9,101 where attempts have

been made to approximate various anharmonic contributions by replacing them with a single parameter

related to an average of third order elastic constants or a Griineisen constant. An approach similar to

the latter treatments has been adopted recently to estimate optical phonon lifetimes in quantum wells by

taking into account the envelope functions of the confined optical phonons [12]. A major difficulty

associated with the simple approaches is that they rely on finding a valid expression for this appropri-
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ately averaged single parameter from the experimentally measurable quantities. Otherwise, it simply

acts as a fitting parameter without a solid physical basis.

Last year, we began an investigation on anharmonic decay of LO phonons in nanostnictures. The

principal aim of this effort is to study the effects of reduced dimensions on the LO phonon lifetime

and the resulting carrier relaxation processes through the development of a physically valid model To

facilitate the capability to predict, the sought-after model must incorporate parameters based on a firm

physical footing, which can be either measured experimentally or estimated from other theoretical ana-

lyses. Such a model without fitting parameters has not yet been formulated even in bulk materials not

to mention in heterostructures. As a first step toward this goal, we have developed an approach to cal-

culate the lifetime of LO phonons via emission of two acoustic phonons in bulk zincbende semicon-

ductors. The interaction Hamiltonian for anhannonic decay is derived based on Keating's treatment of

anharmonic contributions in the elastic strain energy of a crystal [131. Application of this model to

bulk GaAs provides excellent agreement with available experimental data. Since the parameters

employed in the model can be obtained experimentally and theoretically, our approach provides a use-

ful tool to investigate LO phonon lifetimes in semiconductors. A brief summary of the formalism and

results of our calculations are provided below.

When a crystal potential is expanded in powers of displacements of the atoms from their equili-

brium positions, we obtain a quadratic term along with cubic, quartic and other higher order terms.

For simple analysis of the dispersion relation, it is acceptable to consider only the quadratic term and

ignore the rest of the higher order terms in what is known as the harmonic approximation. However,

the harmonic approach cannot describe the decay of phonon modes caused by the cubic and other

higher-order terms, also known as the anharmonic terms, in the crystal potential. It is generally

accepted that the cubic term dominates over all anharmonic terms in phonon decay. For this process

involving three phonons, the interaction Hamiltonian may be written as
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= . * Pkj;X'j") 'j (8)

where I', and ' j, j', and j") repremnt the phonon wavevectors (polarization modes), N is the

number of unit cells, and P describes the cubic coupling. The displacement for the phonon mode in

normal coordinates may be represented as

t* mo =j k (wxe' + (9)

where % and a are the annihilation and creation operators, -j is the polarization vector, m is thcv

average mass of the lattice atoms, and oi, is the frequency of the normal mode. For LO phonon

modes, the decay occurs mainly through the creation of two longitudinal-acoustic (LA) modes. At the

same time, the normal process dominates over the umiklapp process when the LO phonon wavevector

is small. Retaining only this term, the decay Hamiltonian for LO phonons becomes

HIp= .N{t ' 2 [ ]P2(~j ) VktaJ e (10)

The indices for mode polarization have been removed since only one decay path has been considered

(i.e., 19L -+ r, + V. Contributions by other processes can be formulated easily from Eq. (8).

In the interaction Hamiltonian derived above, all the terms other than P(Oir;i ') are known.

However, it is quite difficult, if not impossible, to properly measure the anharmonic potential term. To

circumvent this problem, Keating [13] has used the theory of elasticity since there exists a relationship

between the third order elasticity coefficients and the anharmonic term in the crystal potential. Elasti-

city coefficients also are related closely to the Griineisen parameter. From the analysis, the strain

energy density U, associated with the third order contributions in cubic crystals reduces to [13]

U, = -CICI I(el + el + e?) + +-C1[e, (e2 + e3) + ej(e3 + el) + e?(e1 + e2)1 + C123ee 2e3 (

6 2
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+ I-C14(ele4 + eje? + e4) + 2C166[el(e? +e)+ e2(e + + (e' + ej)]
+ C4_%eee + _ICIIe +ee) + e?)e + -IC1[e

2C4ee + 4 -Cu(e? +e + + C[ (e2 + e3) + e?(e3 + el) + el(ei + e2)]

where CML (CJK) are the third (second) order elastic constants, respectively, and ej represents the

linear part of the strain variable as defined in Ref. 13. A careful comparison of Keating's formulation

with that of a microscopic model by Tua and Mahan ( l I reveals that U, corresponds to P as defined

in Eq. (8); accordingly, a valid expression for the decay Hamiltonian can be developed once U. is

evaluated. In general, the values for the second order and third order elastic constants can be obtained

from the literature. At the same time, the magnitude of the strain variable ej may be estimated based

on numerical models for lattice dynamics such as the valence shell model. Based on the Hamiltonian

derived above, the LO phonon decay rate can be calculated readily by following Fermi's golden rule

approximation. Then, the lifetime for the LO phonon with wavevector may be defined as

(12
-P 1: 4N vir (1 + nV + rV) -k+V "OV - ITOV - ITP). - (2)

where n is the normal Bose-Einstein phonon occupation number. When more than one path exists for

decay (i.e., paths other than LO-+LA+LA), each contribution is added to obtain the LO phonon life-

time. In this case, the sum in Eq. (12) is over both the phonon wavevector and mode polarization.

Using this formalism, we have calculated the lifetimes of bulk LO phonons in GaAs. In these

calculations, the values for ej have been estimated based on our previous work on the valence shell

model (which was discussed in detail in our report last year). Although elastic constants for GaAs are

available in the literaire, some of the measured third-order constants (C123 and C144 in particular)

show wide variations. To circumvent this uncertainty, we have used a relationship between the third

order elastic constants and the microscopic force constants developed by Keating [13], and have chosen

an optimum set systematically. The values adopted in this study are listed in Table I. These values



Table I. Third-order elastic constants for GaAs in the unit of GPa.

CII! C112  C123  C!4 ClSS

-663 -391 -11 -41 -311
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Figure 3. LO phonon lifetime as a function of wavevector in bulk GaAs along the <100> and <111>
directons at 77 K and 300 K.
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are well within the range of experimental variations. Figure 3 shows the LO phonon lifetime as a

function of wavevector in bulk GaAs along the <100> and <1l1> directions at 77 K and 300 K. Since

the decay into two LA phonons is the dominant process, we have considered only this mechanism.

The other processes are either not possible (when energy and momentum cannot be conserved) or pro-

vide a small contribution to the overall lifetime. As can be seen, the lifetime decreases with increasing

temperature mainly due to the Bose-Einstein occupation number. The results obtained from our

analysis agree well with the widely accepted experimental data (3.5 ps at 300 K and 7 ps at 77 K).

The agreement is better at room temperature than at low temperatures. This is reasonable since the

third-order elastic constants used in our study are estimated at 300 K Although elastic constants

depend on temperature, their values are not provided over a wide range of temperature. Thus, it is

likely that if temperature-dependent elastic constants become available, the accuracy of calculation can

be enhanced particularly at low temperatures. At the same time, inclusion of other decay mechanisms

(i.e., other than an LO phonon decaying into two LA phonons) reduces the lifetime by approximately

0.5 ps and, thus, further improves the agreement. From the figure, it is also found that the phonon

lifetime does not depend strongly on the phonon wavevector. As a result, the k=0 value provides a

good approximation for the LO phonon lifetime in bulk materials.

Phonon-assisted r-X transition rates in type-II superlattices

The relaxation rates of photoexcited electrons is an important issue because of its fundamental

nature as well as for possible device applications. Contrary to the case of type-I heterostructures, the

electrons in type-lU structures are excited to a direct-gap energy level (r) in one layer and then can

relax to an indirect-gap energy level (X) in the adjacent layer. This case is potentially significant for

device applications since electron relaxation occurs in conjunction with real-space transfer. This pro-

cess, which is normally forbidden, is now possible due to the mixing of r and X states by the superlat-

tice potential and relaxation of momentum conservation due to interface disorder (lateral mixing).
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Several experimental results related to r-X transfer are available in the literature. In spite of the spa-

tial charge transfer, the relaxation rate can be very high. To this date, there has been relatively little

theoretical effort to analyze the r-X transfer in type- structures. Recently, we have calculated the r-

X scattering rates due to optical phonon emission using a realistic band structure model (tight binding),

and have demonstrated that this is an important mechanism for the r-X relaxation process in type-H1

superlattices.

The electron-phonon interaction in low-dimensional systems is altered strongly due to the

confinement of the carriers and the confinement of the phonons. Usually, a single-band, spherical

effective-mass model is used for the description of the confined carrier states. It is commonly assumed

that each of these states is derived from bulk states of a given symmetry only (e.&, r, X, or L), and

levels derived from different bulk states do not interact with each other. In a superlattice, momentum

in the growth direction is not conserved due to the discontinuities in the supedattice potential in this

direction. Therefore, bulk states of the same energy but different symmetry can couple with each

other. As a result, the envelope-function approximation, which works very well in many cases, is not

suitable in this case. In our study, a second nearest neighbor empirical tight binding method with an

sp basis was used for describing the electronic band structure [14]. The mixing of the r and X val-

leys is intrinsically included in this model since the complete band-structure is described in the tight

binding method. For a proper calculation of the electron-phonon scattering rates, the effects of phonon

confinement should also be taken into account. Although we have developed a microscopic model for

lattice dynamics, using this model in the calculation of electron-phonon interactions coupled with a

realistic electronic band structure requires intensive computation. Therefore, for the description of pho-

non confinement, we used the dielectric continuum (slab) model because of its simplicity and reason-

able accuracy. In the dielectric continuum model picture, the confined modes are totally confined

within an individual layer, and the phonon potential of one type of layer is identically zero in the adja-

cent layer. Hence, phonon potentials in each well do not interact with each other, and consequently,
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confined phonon modes in a superlanice are the same as the ones for a quantum well in this picture.

The interface phonon modes in a superlattice, on the other hand, are modified due to the periodicity of

the structur and the overlapping of potentials [15]. In this case, the phonon potential extends over the

whole superlattice. The resulting Hamiltonian due to interacting interface modes is very complicated.

To simplify the calculations, we considered only the case where the phonon wavevector along the

growth direction (i.e., the wavevector in the supedattice miniband) is zero. Based on this interaction

Hamiltonian, we calculated the electron scattering rate due to optical phonon emission following

Fermi's Golden Rule. To perform the summation, we made use of the fact that the phonon potentials

vary slowly in the unit cell compared with the atomic orbitals which are strongly localized at atomic

locations. The sum over all possible finite states within the 2-D Brillouin zone was evaluated numeri-

cally [16).

The specific structure of interest in our initial calculations was a superlattice with M monolayers

of GaAs and N monolayers of AlAs. The energy levels at the miniband minimum otained from the

tight binding calculation as a function of AlAs layer thickness are shown in Fig. 4. The GaAs layer

thickness was kept constant at 8 monolayers. The levels are labeled as r and X following the effective

mass notation, although each level is actually a combination of these two bulk states. Here, the super-

lattice states are labeled after the dominant of the two bulk states forming them. As can be seen, the

effect of changing the AlAs layer thickness is to make the energy difference, hence, the interaction

between the lowest I level (r1) and the X levels vary. The parity behavior of states needs to be men-

tioned briefly because of the effect of parity on the overlap of electronic wave functions. In the super-

lattice, the electronic wave functions have definite paity only when the electron is at the miniband

minimum or miniband maximum. When the initial state for the electron is assumed to be the bottom

of the miniband, the parity of the r state is even, regardless of ALM layer thickness. The parity of

the X levels, on the other hand, depends on the number of AlAs monolayers. The Xj levels with odd
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(even) i have the same (opposite) panty as N. The parity behavior of states is important because the

states of opposite parity do not mix strongly.

Scattering rates due to the emission of different phonon modes are shown in Fig. 5. The results

presented are the sums of contributions by all normal modes for a given type of phonon. In calculat-

ing the intersubband scattering rates, the electron is taken to be initially at the bottom of the r1 sub-

band. It then transfers to the X, subband by emitting an optical phonon. As is apparent from Figs. 4

and 5, the scattering rate is strongest when the r and X levels are closest in energy. Under this condi-

tion, the levels interact very strongly with each other and the r level has large X character. Therefore,

the overlap between the initial and final states is large. This interaction and the resulting large overlap

decreases rapidly as the energy separation increases. This is one of the two reasons for strong thick-

ness dependence (the other being parity) of the scattering rate. Among different phonon modes, the

AlAs confined modes are strongest, followed by the AlAs interface modes. The GaAs modes are

weaker, with the GaAs confined modes being the weakest. This is due to the fact that the final state

X, wave function is strongly confined within the AlAs layers. Consequently, the overlap involving

GaAs confined modes is very small. An interesting point to note about Fig. 5 is that the dominant

phonon modes alternate between being even and odd. This is because the parity of the X level alter-

nates as the AlAs thickness is changed by one monolayer each time. For even (odd) AlAs layer thick-

ness, the parity of the lowest X level is even (odd); hence, the even (odd) phonon modes are strong.

The effect of parity can be also be observed at cross-over points where the r and X level energies

become very close. From Fig. 4, it is seen that the two levels have almost the same energy for N=5,

but they do not mix and repel each other. This is because r 1 and X, have the opposite parities for this

thickness. For other thicknesses where the two levels become close, however, they do repel each other

because they have the same parity. This is the reason why the scattering rate for N=19 is much

stronger than for N=20. Finally, we compared our results with an experiment by de Paula [17] where



the r to X trMsition rate via phonon emission was obtained by a time-resolved anti-Stokes measure-

ment. For the case of M=8 and N=14, they found the transfer time to be around I ps, which is in

agreement with the rate calculated in this study.

Extension of Kronix-Penny model for r-X mixing in type-lH superlattices

As discussed in the previous section. an accurate description of band structure including r-x

mixing is essential for the investigation of electronic and optoelectronic properties in type-l superlat-

tices. For the conduction bands of superlanices made of direct-gap materials (i.e., type-I), the Kronig-

Penney has been used satisfactorily to understand many important problems. However, other compli-

cated methods (such as the empirical tight binding method used in the previous section) are required to

model the superlattice when this is not the case. An accurate yet simple model for treating mixing

effects is useful to make theoretical predictions and explain the experimental results. Therefore, it is

very desirable to extend the Kronig-Penney model so that mixings of different valleys may be treated.

We developed such an extension in which the energy bands and wave functions in type-ll superlatices

are calculated adopting a simplified approach formulated by Cho and Prucnal [18] along with the boun-

dary conditions introduced by Liu [19] in treating single barrier tunneling. Our model has the merit of

being easy to implement and permits the wave functions to be expressed analytically. Therefore, it can

be a valuable tool for simple and efficient calculations of mixing effects.

In a superlattice, the electronic state is frequently approximated by a mixture of the related zone-

center (I) and zone-edge (X) bulk states. Accordingly, the wave function, V, is written as the sum of

the products of slowly varying envelope functions and band edge periodic functions (Bloch functions):

i.e., V = Vrur + Vlux, where ur and ux are the Bloch functions for the r and X valleys, respectively.

In vector notation, the wave function may be expressed as V = (Vrix). The coupling of r and X val-

leys due to the broken translational symmetry of the crystal can be modeled by the off-diagonal ele-

menes in the potential energy [19]. For simplicity, these off-diagonal terms are represented by delta
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functions centered at the interfaces:

(Vr<z) as(z)
v =l8O(z) Vx(z) (13)

where z is the direction of crystal growth, ot is a parameter quantifying mixing, 8(z) is the Dirac delta

function, and Vr(z) and Vx(z) define the r-potential discontinuity and X-potential discontinuity,

respectively. The wave (envelope) function continuity condition (at z=O) is,

o1 - = I *-(4

The other boundary condition can be derived by integration of the Schriinger equation across the

interface:

h2 r 'rj i Vri
S o +WVx=O (15)

2 m r(z) mr*z) m z j

1? 1 4 I 1 ! I' l r
2 mXz) & mx(z) az-+ r

As can be seen, introduction of the delta function potential results in a boundary condition in which the

r and X valleys are coupled across the interface. In obtaining this result, it is assumed that the Bloch

functions of the respective band edges in the two constituent materials do not differ significantly.

With our model, we obtained analytical expressions for the envelop functions and a transcenden-

tal equation for the energy levels. The energies of the lowest r and X levels are shown in Fig. 6 as a

function of layer thickness with and without mixing. In this figure, a equals 0.1 eV-A; as discussed

below, this is a reasonable value in light of the favorable agreement with numerous experimental and

theoretical results. As can be noticed, the effect of mixing is to create an anticrossing behavior where

the two levels are expected to meet. This important feature is correctly reflected in our treatment. We

also demonstrated that the wave functions in type-if superlattices obtained from conventional Kronig-
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Penney model are considerably in error when the layer thicknesses are such that strong mixing of r

and X states occurs. Near the point of anticrossing, it is imperative that the interaction of the two val-

leys be considered to have correct wave functions. Our model, as opposed to the conventional

Kronig-Penney model, yields appropriate wave functions for the mixed states. We obtained the value

of our mixing parameter (the only adjustable parameter in our model) by comparison with both experi-

ments and more sophisticated theoretical models. The values of a deduced from a variety of sources

converged around a single value (0.1 eV-A) of this parameter. As a result, we showed that the simple

and efficient model we developed could reasonably reproduce the important aspects of valley mixing

effects in type-Il superlattices.

Theory of Bloch electron dynamics in electric fields

Bloch electron dynamics in electric fileds has been a subject of great interest dating back to the

earliest applications of quantum mechanics to solid state physics [1]. Even more recently, as modem

fabrication technologies continue to drive the study of solid state transport into the nanometer domain,

many new and interesting questions have emerged concerning the solid state dynamics and quantum

transport of carriers in band-engineered superlattices and tailored periodic solids.

In the past year, we have developed a novel formalism for treating Bloch electron dynamics and

quantum transport in a superimposed uniform and oscillatory electric field 9(t) = V, + 91cos x In the

formalism, the electric field is described through the use of the vector potential, and a basis set of

localized, electric field-dependent Wannier, and related envelope function is developed and utilized to

describe the dynamics. From the theory, a complete analysis of single-band and multi-band processes

is derived for a Bloch electron in the presence of a superimposed uniform and oscillatory electric field.

In the single-band approximation, it is shown that the tuning of the oscillatory field frequency o to

some multiple N. of the Bloch frequency o% = eEoa/h results in the resonant displacement of the elec-

tron from a given site 1. to the tuned multiple of lattice sites l.*Noa along with a concomitant
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development of a DC velocity in the direction of the electric field for the initial Bloch state,

41&> Pc = ---- c(mNa L ) (mM) (-1)l" J,(mNo) sin(mNKYa) (16)

where Ja is the Bessel function of integer order m, omeEla/tho, and the energy band function and its

Fourier components are defined as

SJ(17)

On the other hand, for a fixed oscillatory field frequency (, the DC current can occur in the direction

of the electric field by tuning the Bloch frequency co (DC field strength E0) to some multiple of the

oscillatory field frequency (i.e., o=Mp)). The DC velocity for initial Bloch state is found to be

D> =_L 2 (-1)' c(l,i.J ) JK0( a) l, sin(11,Ka). (18)
It 1.>o

For the one-dimensional nearest-neighbor tight-binding model, the DC velocity is

= _ 2ac,'(a)
I Jo(c) sin(Ka), (19)

which resembles the usual Bloch velocity with a deformed band parameter Z '(a)=c'(a)Jo(j).

Further, from the multi-band analysis, a generalized transition rate is derived in terms of the DC

field, oscillatory field, and the relevant band parameters, showing all possible transitions include Zener

tunneling, photon assisted tunneling, multiphoton emission/absorption, as well as trasitions between

states of the Wanier ladder. Based on the methodology which was developed and presented in our

earlier report, the multi-band coupling is treated in the Wigner-Weisskopf approximation. which allows

for the analysis of the long-time, time-dependent tunneling characteristics of an electron transition out

of an initially occupied band due to power absorbed by the electric field, while preserving conservation

of total transition probability over the complete set of excited bands. The total transition rate for an

electron to tunnel out of the initially occupied band is derived, and the results show the dependence of
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the transition rate on the initial condition of the system and the decay rate of the initial band amplitude,

%(k), which is given as,

,(t)= 2xT {ID(0Jj.)12 ( !Eo)8[ k, )] (20)

_I ID <0 ?..) 12 ( eEI .)2 [8(& )Itt . ) M) ) [),E=i~rm

I Z ID.,'L)I2 J2Oc) (-ECtl )}

I.Om iTlz

It is noted that %(It) consists of several 8 functions, which indicate the possible physical processes for

a Bloch electron in a homogeneous, time-varying electric field. The first term in y(i ) indicates the

interband transition due to Zener tunneling between the deformed bands n and n', which is proportional

to ¥. Here. D,(k,1) = lae'""", e%(qI.t) = eq,I-.), and 6 %mi' = ["()- kWl)]r with the
4

deformed energy band function,

W ) f cIXEj.) Jm(lxa) e8ia, (21)

I~m

where l,% + mio = 0. The second and third terms in y,(j) indicate the transitions between the two

deformed bands through absorption/emission of a photon, which are proportional to El, and the last

term suggests the interband transitions between the deformed bands via Wannier-Stark transitions, as

well as multiphonon absorptionmission. The Franz-Keldysh effect can also be explained from the

results.

In addition to Bloch electron dynamics in a homogeneous, time varying electric field, we have

investigated the effect of localized impurities on the transport of an electron in a uniform electric field

We have developed a theory to describe Bloch electron transport through spatially localized inho-

mogeneous potential barriers. In applying the theory, field-dependent envelope functions and currents

for a Bloch electron tunneling through single and double Slater-Koster potential barriers are derived
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using the Wannier representation within the one-dimensional nearest-neighbor tight-binding approxima-

tion. The exact solutions for the envelope functions in the Wannier representation are expressed in an

integral form through the use of the Laplace transform solutions for the envelope functions at the

impurity sites. Early time solutions are obtained for the envelope functions and the velocity is calcu-

lated for the given fields. The asymptotical behaviors for high-field and low-field limits are observed.

To study the effects of the localized potential barriers on the Wannier-Stark levels, we have

derived the electric field dependent Green's function for the one-dimensional nearest-neighbor tight-

binding band, e(k) = e. + 2ecosKa, which is.

W+1,I) _ g(_)' 1 2e) { ), i y- (22)

where y = (E-eO,)/hBo. The Stark energy spectra for single and double Slater-Koster impurities are

calculated using the field-dependent Green's function. The results show that for relatively low poten-

tial barriers and high electric field, the energy levels are almost uniform, resembling the Wannier-Stark

ladder, and the barriers act as perturbations; for relatively low field and high potential barriers, the

Wannier-Stark uniformity of the levels becomes distorted (see Fig. 7). Although the illustrations cited

here are for Slater-Koster barriers, the calculation is easily extended to general, localized potentials.

2.3 Publications and Presentations

During the last year, this program has resulted in nine refereed publications in the literature, five

additional manuscripts are currently in press, and one more has been submitted to a major technical

journal. Ten presentations and invited talks have been given at conferences and workshops. The fol-

lowing paragraphs summarize the publications and presentations made under this program during the

past contract period.
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An extension of the Kronig-Penney model to treat mixinp of different valleys in superlattices
is presented. The value of the mixing parameter a used in the model is deduced by comparison
with more sophisticated theory and various experiments for the GaAs/AlAs material system. It
is shown that with the use of a single value for the mixing parameter, this simple and efficient
model can reasonably reproduce the important aspects of valley mixing effects in GaAs/AlAs
uupelattices over a wide range of layer thicknesses.

The GaAs/AI -,_.As superlattices with x>0.43 for the r and X valleys, respectively. In vector notation,
have been studied extensively because of their new physical the wave function may be expressed as #= (r,#x). In a
pheomena and posuble applications. 1 In these superlat- superlsattice, the six-fold degeneracy of the X valley is re-
tices, for a certain range of layer thicknesses, r and X moved, with the formation of an X, doublet (momentum
valleys can couple with each other strongly due to the along the growth axis), and an X,, quadruplet (momen-
broken translationl symmetry of the host lattice caused by turn in the plane). The X, minima are not coupled to the
the potential discontinuity at the interfaces. Reety, there F valley due to the conservation of lateral momentum
has been considerable interest in this ubM2"2 For the However, the r and X, valleys are coupled with each other
conducti bands of superlattices made of direct-gap ma- since momentum in the z direction is not conserved be-
terads, the Kroig-Penney model can be used satisfacto- cause of the discontinuities in the superlattice potential.
rilY. However, other complicated methods " are required Accordingly, out of all the X states, only the X, statesare
to model the superattice when this is not the case An mixed with the F states by the perfect superlattice potn-
accurate yet simple model for trating mixing effects is tal, and, herem, the X point will be used to man X, par-
useful to make theoretical predictions and explain the ex- ticularly. The coupling of r and x valleys due to the bro-
perimental reults. Therefme, it is very desirable to extend ken trnlational symmetry of the crystal can be modeled
the Kroni--Penney model so that mixins of different val- by the off-diagonal elements in the potential energy.7 For
leys may be treated. In this work, we develop such an simplicity, these ters are represented by delta functions
extension, in which the energy bands and mixed-symmetry centered at the interfaces,
wave functions in superattices are calculated adopting a
sim fied approach formulated by Cho and Prucnal, 3  V(Vr(z) cz(z)),
alng with the boundary conditiom introduced by Liu in = \c6(z) V 1 (z)J' (1)
treatig sangle-barer tunneling. It is our aim to demon- where a is a parameter quantifying mixing, 6(z) is the
strate that this simple model with a single value of the Dirac delta function, and Vr(z) and VX(z) define the
mixing parameter for modeling the strength of r-x inter- F-potential discontinuity and x-potential discontinuity, re-
action can reproduce the important aspects of the experi- spectively. The wave (envelope)-function continuity con-
mental results as well as those of the more complicated dition (at z=0) is (*, #z)o-=(o, *X)0+- The other
theory over a wide rang of dimensional scales. This sim- boundary condition can be derived by integration of the
plied model uses the effective-mam theory, neglects the Schrdinger equation across the interface,
no r effects, and does not deal with lateral mix-
ing due to iterfac roughnem-,' however, it has the merit It 841 I 1~ l -0.
of being asy to implement and permits the wave functions r-(:) W 0+ ,mr(z) - _)+a~x O,
to be expressed analytically. Therefore, it can be a valuable (2)
tool for simple and efficient calculation of mixing effects. r1x( 0 + , O

In asupelattice, the electron state is amixture of the XZ(70+_Xza ) arO
zone-center r andzoMedxrelatedbulk t). Accord.0+ re(z) "  o
ingly, he wave function # is written as the sum of the As can be seen, introduction of the delta-function potential
products of slowly varying envelope functions and band- results in a boundary condition in which the r and x
ee periodic functions (Bloch functions): i.e., valleys are coupled across the interflce. In obtaining this
*-r4*ur+#xux, where ur and u1 are the Bloch functions result, it is assumed that the Bloch functions of the respec-
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Simplified microscopic model for electron-optical-phonon interaction in quuntm wells
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A simpliied microscopic model of optical phonons in dimensionally confined structures is formulated
and applied to calculate electron-optical-phonon scattering rates in GaAs/AlAs quantum wells. For
this simplifed model which circumvents performing a complicated ab initio calculation of the force con-
stants at the interface, it is demonstrated that the resulting dispersion relation and scattering rates for
electron-optical-phonon interactions agree very well with those obtained from detailed ab inito studies.
It is also shown that for GaAs/AlAs structures, the macroscopic dielectric continuum model provides a
good approximation to the scattering rate predicted by the microscopic models.

The electronic and optical properties of semiconductor of the structure, they have not been used extensively.
superlattices (SL's) and quantum wells (QW's) have been This can be attributed to the fact that the ab inedo micro-
investigated extensively. A principal advantage of using scopic analysis involves very arduous and time consum-
such heterostructures results from the ability to tailor the in1 first-principle calculations of lattice dynatmics'"-14
electronic and optical properties of the structures for rather than employing adjustable parameters. 15- 17

realizing a potentially vast array of high-performance Precise ab inlad calculations of form constants at the
electronc and optoeiectoic devices. To fully under- interface may not be assential for most of the hetarostruc-
stand and utilize the properties of these nanometer-scale turn except those involving extremely thin layers. It is
hetor ures, it is necessary to develop formalisms for well known that even a simple linear-chain model with
studying confinement effects as well as picosecond and nearest-neighbor force constants can predict the zone-

processes. It has been known for many center LO-phonon frequencies in a SL with a reasonable
years that the scattering by polar-optical-phonon modes accuracy except in the caes where layers are single
is an important energy-los mechanism for electrons in a monolayer thick. Such an approximate model is baend on
wide variety of III-V semiconductor devices. However, the assumption that atomic-force constants at heterojunc-
effects of confinement on these phonon modes have been tion interfaces are identical to those of the bulk or of uni-
investigated extensively only in the put several years. form pseudomorphic layers. In a qualitative analysis of

In recent years, a number of models has been put for- the effect of varying force constants at the heterojunction
ward to explain electron-optical-phonon interactions in interfaces of a strained layer, short-period, GaAs/GaP
reduced dimensional systems. They can be broadly SL with two monolayers per SL layer, it was also found
classified in two categories: macroscopic' - and micro- that frequencies of the confined phonon modes are only
scopic.1' - 2 Macroscopic models ignore the effect of in- weakly dependent on the variations in the interfacial
dividual layers of atoms but they have the considerable force constants.'a The variation in interfacial force con-
advantage of making the interaction calculation very sim- stants by values as extreme as 10% results in less than
ple. Among these macroscopic models are the dielectric about a 2% change in the frequencies of confined phonon
continuum model' - I (slab model, which uses purely ele- modes. It should be noted that as a practical matter,
trostatic boundary conditions), hydrodynamic model, changes in the frequencies of the confined LO-phonon
hybrid model,' and a recent dispersive continuum treat- modes will be considerably less than 2%, since in most
ment of Nash.9 In some parameter regimes, these models SL's and QW's the ratio of the number of bonds at the in-
are fairly accurate and provide good estimates of energy- terfaces to the number of bonds one or more monolayers
loss rates. However, scaling of the electron-optical- away from the interfaces is less than that for the case
phonon interaction with diminishig device length where each layer is two monolayers thick.
presents a serious challenge to the accurate use of such Based on the results of Ref. 18, as well as on support-
models. As a result, there has recently been an increasing ing observations from other investigators,"9 we have for-
need for more rigorous analysis and detailed knowledge mulated a simplified microscopic model which facilitates
of electron-optical-phonon interactions in reduced di- the accurate modeling of confined and interface phonons
mesioma systems. This has been the main motivation without ab initio calculations of force constants. The
for the emargeuce of ab Initio microscopic models.'" valence4hell model developed by Kunc and Nielson for
Thoup such models provide the most accurate analysis bulk2° has been extended for the SL/QW structures. In-
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Many proposed applications of mesoscopic electronic structures involve carrier
transport at low temperatures and low carrier energies; frequently, the regime of interest
is one where dimensional confinement modifies the phase space substanially. In this low
tempeate, low energy regme [ 1-6], acoustic phonons play an enhanced role in carrier
scatering and may dominate over the scattering of carriers by optical phonons.
Am , wm We in nanoscale smuctures it is possible that phase space restrictions may
weaken or forbid optical phonon scattering processes that would normally dominate in
bulk stucuues. In receMnt years, there has been an extensive literature on the role of
dimensional confinement in modifying optical phonon modes and their intractions with
charge carriers (see, for example, Refs. 7-11 and the numerous papers references therein).
However, there am relatively few treatnents dealing with the role of dimensional
confinement in modifying acoustic phonon modes and their interactions with charge
carriers [2-4]. While there is an extensive literature on the theory of acoustic modes in
conventional waveguides, resonators and related structures [5], no efforts have been
reported to formulate a theory of acoustic phonons in nanoscale structures where both

on confinement and a quantum mechanical treatment of phonon nomlization are
essential Consmn'nou has, however, discussed the n acoustic phonon

modes in cylindrical polar semiconductor quantum wires [12].
In recent years, considerable theoretical and experimental effort has focused on

undestndng the role of confined and interface longitudinal-optical (LO) phonons in
nanosc and mesoscopic utor structures [131. However, relatively little
atention has been given to theoretical treatments of acoustic phonon confinement or to
the intraction of confined acoustic phonons with charge carers. The need for such
theoretical reatments has been underscored recently by experimental sadies providing
both direct and indirect [3,4] evidence of the importance of acoustic phonon confinement
in reduced dimensional electronic structures.

In this paper, by appropriately quandzing the acousc phoon disp-lement we
have obtained the correctly normalized expressions for acoustic phonon confined i a
number of dimensionally confined nanostructures. As for the case of LO pbonon modes
in rectagular quantum wires and quantum dots, there we no exact solutions for the
complete set ofphonm modes; however, as for the case of LO phonon modes, the
approximate modes presented in this work provide simple and useful expressions which
are well suited for modeling the interaction of carriers with acoustic phonons. To
investigate the effects of reduced dimensionality on the coupling between acoustic
phonons and charge carriers, we have formulated the interaction Hamiltonians for both
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NOTE

GEEAID PIEELCTRIC SCATTERING RATE FOR
ELECTRONS IN A TWO-DIENSIONAL ELECTRON GAS

(Rftvkwd 21 May 199; AR ,nisoed form 19 Just 19"3)

MINTUOI ON Boltzmiannis constant, T is the temperature of the lattice, e
Mayenvisioned applcaions of semicconductor is the charge on an eloctron h,4 is the piezoelectric constant

stutrsaMandoyh rnsoto hrg aresa which has a value of roughly 1.57 x 10' V/rn for OsAs. p is
loructemperatres ae lo hctansoto hrcrriers at imA ic o the mas density, and s, (j,) is the longitudinal (transverse)
losm atP e and atlo carrier enie At schrn low velocity of sound in the lattice. The limitations of
tcaturescoand lio iner manedointe scaterin of * (0-H4) have bee scusse previously in Ref. 11]
canrirs from aoptic picoo(I m ao rt ofate r!'" where it is noted that a linear proportionality between
sceing romsoptal elcton as is4of Spal rt ce plionon frequency and phonon wavevector has been s.-
winthedd sofnarrelectron gsr in in susned. Upon performing the indicated integrations over q:

this connection, Pricef l] has olven an excellent comprehen- It 9 __ _ 0(Sa)
ove treatment of the role of plionon scattering; in two-di- !) (o
mensions! electron transpor in polar semiconductor layers; and4( 2Q~

specifically, for the cas of a two-dimensional electron gas, I F I 3
Pricehbox verta dtaild acount of ectrout cattering by -A - (5I3b)~Q
the FrohliH defoamation and piezoelectric potentias. In Q 2 (W, + Q!)"' 4 (Q2 + Q2)"2  Sb
the cas Of pii*oelcri*Fc scattering Of electron from acoustic 714s

pinPi at sehe pieoeecri constants rive byQ
Zook(2 in the form summarized by Humon(31. As dis- 5- kTe____ 2,0
cmosd by Prim the potoeti constants gree by Zook 2 L\4 Qr+-%p
were derived under t assumption that the elastic an.
isotro of the crystal is small. Price has made the additioal +x I 3x Q 1. (6)

aproimtinof averagif. Zook's poelactric constants k2Q,2+ Q!2)" 4(Qj!+ a!)'WJ4S
ove the azimuthal directions in the plane of the two-dimen- A nRf 13,teefcso cenn aentbe
mioral electroni gas. In this work, Prices treatment of Aosied in eri3 ngh eqnat (6). enn hv otbe
Iesoelectric scattering is generalized by not takin Such an consimeed limi weren teq avrgei6 aknovra.mta

average over these azimuthal directions. I h ii hr h vrg stknoe zmta

As discussed prrviouslyflJ. the piezoelectric scattering rate and 2I (7b)
function. W(1, 2), for electrons in a two-dimensional
electron ins interacting with the acoustic phonon in a with the result that:
zinclilenide crystal may be written as.: kT(ek, 4?i (9 1 +13 I(3)

W(l. 2) -!!-A-L 2E(l) -E(2). (I) 2 Qk32;s,2 2pslI
A (2s) as originally derived by Price.

Where- In deriving the generalized piezoelectric scattering rate for
kT(ehm, x 2, a two-dimnensional election gas, it has been assumned that the

SM- 2 ~ ~ -) (2) stiffniess constants for the zinchlende crystal are isotropic.
with: 2 ~ ~ Indeed. for each of GaAs, GaP. InSb. InAs and In? the

thre ideendnt xprimnta~l-deermne stfirsscon.
4.2 A- dq,(3a) stants differ in magnitude by less than 35% from stiffness
0J% 2+q2 constants consistent with an isotropic medium. On the other

havid, the generalized expression for x4/Q may vary from
B, M - dq (3b) zero to twice its azimuthally averaged value, 9x/32Q? de-

(3b) pending upon the relative magnitudes Of Qr and Q.. While
applications such as calculation of Mobility were not

A, -36 qQ!Q!(4a) considered in this work, the fact that the generalized ex-
'(q +QT'9 pression for xBAIQ may vanish as Q, or Q. goes to zero my

and be of special significance of the frequendly-discussed cams
4 where the dominant charge carrier momentum in the two-di-

2A + A,- (q1Q+Q!Q!+Q!q11 (4b) menional electron gaor the phonmomentutnmih
W+ Q2) anisotropic; in particular. mobilities for such system may

in these results W(l, 2) equals the rate of transitions from be enhanced since the longitudinal Scattering terms my be
initial stme 1. to final stat. 2, per unit volume of k space, suppressed a a result of the anisotropic form of eqn (Sa).
q is the acoustic phoon wevevoctor normal to a two-dimen. The variation in xB/Q is much less pronounced having a
slowa electron pa in the (100) plans. ad Q. are the tripg from 10a/32Q to I61/32Q depending upon the reln-
pbomonwavevcors in the (100) plans. Q 1 +Q tQ!, kis tive magnitudes of Q,and Q.
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Multiband theory of Bloch electron
dynamics in electric fields

Jun Nt, Ga J ermOt aOd M A LUjohnt
tDepertneft of Electrical and Computer Engineering, North Carolina State
University, NC 2715-7911, USA
tUS Army Research Office, Reeearch Triangle Park, NC 27709-2211. USA

AbeelL A novel multbmnd theory of Bloch electron dynamics in homogeneous
electric fields of arbitrary strength and time dependence is presented. In this
formalism, the electric field is described through the use of the vector potential.
Multibend coupling is treated through the use of the Wigner-Weiskopf
approximation, thus allowing for a Bloch electron transition out of the initial band
due to the power absorbed by the electric field; also, the approximation ensures
conaervtlion of the total transition probability over the complete set of excited
bands. The choice of the vector potential gauge leads to a natural set of extended
time-dependent basis functions for describing Bloch electron dynamics in a
homogeneous electric field; an associated basis set of localized,
electric-fied-dependent Wannier and related envelope functions are developed
and utilized In the analysis to demonstrate the inherent localization manifest in
Bloch dynamics in the presence of relatively strong electric fields. From the
theory, a generalized Zener tunnelling time is derived in terms of the applied
uniform electric field and the relevant band parameters. The analysis shows an

ebroadening of the excited state probability amplitudes,
thus resulting In spatial lattice delocalization and the onset of smearing of
discrete, Stark lidder and band-to-band transitions due to the presence of the
electric field. In addition, the velocities of a Bloch oscillation will be obeerved only
for the electron that is initially In a Bloch state before Zoner tunnelling. Further,
the Influence of electric fields on resonant tunnelling structure is examined.

1. kn*du.Uon Wigner-Weisskopf (w-w) [4] approximation, a classic
approach for describing the time decay from an occupied

Bloch electron dynamics in a homogeneous electric field quasistationary state; the w-w approximation allows for
has been a subject of great interest dating back to the the analysis of the long-time, time-dependent tunnelling
earliest applications of quantum mechanics to solid state characteristics of an electron transition out of an initially
physics [1-3]. Even more recently, as modern fabrication occupied band due to the power absorbed by the electric
technologies continue to drive the study of solid state field, while preserving conservation of total transition
transport into the nanometre domain, many new and probability over the complete set of excited bands.
interesting questions have emerged concerning the solid The choice of the vector potential gauge leads to a
state dynamics and quantum transport of carriers in natural set of basis functions for describing Bloch electron
'band-engineered' superlattices and tailored periodic dynamics in a homogeneous electric field. A basis set of
solids, localized, electric-field-dependent Wannier functions and

In this paper, a novel multiband theory of Bloch associated envelope equations are developed to accom-
electron dynamics in homogeneous electric fields of modate the inherent localization manifest in Bloch
arbitrary strength is presented. In this formalism, the dynamics due to a relatively strong electric field.
electric field is described through the use of the vector Building on previous methodology [3], use is made
potential; in this regard, this work builds on the of the instantaneous eigenstates of the Hamiltonian
methodology previously developed by one of the authors describing a Bloch electron in an electric field
(GJI) and co-workers [1-3] to describe solid state
dynamics and quantum transport for Bloch electrons H I p- / "\°(t) + (X) (1)
in an applied homogeneous electric field of arbitrary cP) + (
strength and time dependence, including weak scattering
from randomly distributed impurities and phonons (1], where V(x) is crystal potential A0  - cE0t is the vector
and a spatially localized, inhomogeneous electric field • potential for the time-independent homogeneous electric
[3]. In addition, multiband coupling is treated in the field, E0 , turned on at initial time r - 0. The solution
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Real-spa.e transfr of photoexcited electrons In type-1l superlattices via
optical-phonon ezission

M. U. Erdojan, V. Sankaran, and K. W. Kim
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Raleigh, North Carolina 27695-7911

M. A. Stroucio and G. J. lafrate
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ABSTRACT

The r-X scattering rate of electrons in type-U1 superlattices by optical-phonon emission is
calculated. The tight binding method for electronic band structure and the dielectric continuum
model for phonons are used. The relative strength of scattering due to different phoson modes
is examined for varying superlattice dimensions. The scattering rate is highest when the energy
separatio between the r and X levels is smallest, and decreases quickly as the separation increases.
It is found that the strongest scattering rate is due to the emission of AlAs confined modes.
Changing of parity with layer thickness and its effect on scatttmg are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, there has been considerable interest in hot carrier dynamics in heteroetructures.
One important issue in this are has been the relaxation of photoexcited caniers in heterostruc.
turn from higher energy subbauds to the lower ones. This process has been studied extensively
both experimentally and theoretically because of its fundamental physics and for possible device
applications.' 1 Most of the work up to now has been on type-I heterostructures where the baudgap
of one material is entirely nested within the gap of another material. In this structure, electrons and
holes are both localised in the same layer. On the other hand, in the mo-caled type-U1 superlattices,
the holes ae localised In one layer, whereas the lowest energy electrons are contained in the other
layer.7 The well studied Al.Ga..As/GaAs superlattices can be made type-U by appropriately
chooing the layer thicknesses and alloy composition. For example, the GaAs/AlAs superlattices
with thick AlAs layer are known to be type-If for Gaks layer thicknesses less than or equal to
35 .1 (12 monolaysrs).7 Type-I to type-U transitions can also be achieved by application of external
forces such as an electric field or hydrostatic pressure. In the cas of type-H structures, the lowest
conduction band level Is not in the GaAs but in the A1zGa-..As layer. In type-I hetermtructures,
electromns photoexcited from the valence band to the conduction band relax to lower energy levels
within the sme layer. However, in type-U structures, the electrons excited to a direct-gap energy
level (r) in one layer then can relax to an indirect-gap energy level (X) in the adjaent layer.
This Is a very interesting case because electron relaxation happens with real-space transfer. This

34/PIE Vol 2146 0.8194-1441.7194156.00



Acoustis phons in Geetnua quantum wires approzimete om einal. modes
and the comespoading deformation potential interactions
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ABSTR.ACT

The amtoandescribing the deformation potential Interaction of confned acoustic phonm
with carriers is derived by quantizing the appropriate, ezpIrlintaliy-verifisd approate coaw
prmna acoustic phones modes in a rectangula quantum wire. The scattering rate dun to the
defomation potential interaction Is calculated for a range of quantum wire dimnsm&

1. INTRODUCTION

Many proposed applications of mssoicopl electronic strcture P curler a transport at
low teprtrsand low carrier nergies; frequent the regime of interest is om where dimen-
simil confinement modfe the phase space susatal.in this low temprature low emur
rsgime,1-6 acoustic phonoms play an enhanced role in carrier scattering and may dominate over
the scattering of carriers by optical phone&e Funt-ror, in nanescals stmur it is Possible
that Phase space restrictions may weaken. or forbid optical phon scattering Processes that would
normally dominate in bulk structures. In recent yem, there has been en etensive literature on the
role of dinmsonal, cninment in modifying logtudinal optical (LO) phoons mode and their
Wneractioe with charge carrer in nanoecale and mesoscopi seniconductor structures (see, for

exaple Tss -12 and the ouws papers referfenced therein). Howeve, there wre reativel
fewv treatmnts dealing with the role of dimnsioal confmt in modifyig acoustic phones
mdes and their interactions with charg CUaM 2-4 While there is an extensiVe literature on the
theory of acoustic modes in conventional wavegaldes, resonators and relate structures, few dorts
have been reported to formulat a theory of acoustic phonems in nanoecale structures where both
phones codnesment and a quantumn mechanical treatmn of phonosnor iso ar e esential;

Coutationhas, however, discussed the unnaledacoustic Phones modes in a cylindical po-
lar smcduorquantum Wlre.3 The need for such theoretical tretmntws has been undlerscored
recently by -xeimna studies providing both direct and indhsct. evidence of the Importanc
of acoustic phonon. confinement in reduced dimensional electronic structures

@4194-1437-941$6.00 SPIE Vol. 2142/ 7?
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The r-, tranitiou rate for electrons in type-ll superlattices is calculated for the case of optical.

plionon emiim. The tight-bindin method for electronic band structure and the dielectric continuum
model for phowma are used The relative strength of scattering due to different phonon modes is exam-
med for varying supedatice dimensions. The scatterin rate is highes when the energy Separation be-
twa thm r and x level is smallest, and dcemses quickly u the separation increases. It is found that
the strongst Scattering rate is due to the emisson f ALAs conined modes. Changing of parity with lay-
r thickness and its effect on scattering are discussed.

L INTRODUCION transfer are available in the literature.1- 7 In spite of the
spatial charge transfer, the relaxation rate can be very

Recently, there has been considerable interest in hot- high. Experimental evidence has been presented that
carrier dynamics in heterostnacures. One important is- F-X electron transfer occurs by the emission of long-
sue in this area has been the relaxation of photoexcited wavelength optical phonons. However, a detailed
carries from higher-energy subbands to the lower ones. theoretical analysis for the r-I transer in type-Hn struc-
This process has been studied extensively both expen. tures has not yet been given.
mentally and theoretically because of its fundamental na- In this paper, we calculate the r-x scattering rates due
ture as well as for possible device applications.1- 7 Most to optical-phonon emission using a realistic band-
of the work up to now has been on type-I heteroatruc- structure model and show that this is an important mach-
tut-s where the bnd gap of one material is entirely nest- anism for the F-X relaxation process in type-1 superlat-
ad within the band gap of another material. Consequent- tices. The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we
ly, electrons and hol are both localized in the same lay- present the tight-binding model and the dielectric contin-
er in these structures. On the other hand, in the so-called uum model used in the calculation. Evaluation of matrix
type-I superlattices, the holes are localized in one layer, elements is explained. In Sec. III, we present and discuss
whereas the lowest-energy electrons are contained in the our results of electron relaxation rates. Finally, in Sec.
opposite layer.' This is due to the staggered band align- IV, a summary is given.
ment in these heterstructures. The well-studied
AlGa,_,As/GaAs superlattices can be made type-II by . FORMULATION
appropriately choosing the layer thicknesses and alloy
compositions. For example, GaAs/AA superlattices It is well known that the electron-optical-phonon in-
with thick ALAs layers are known to be type-ll for GaAs teraction in low-dimensional systems can be altered
layer thicknesses le than or equal to 35 A (12 mono- strongly due to the confinement of the carriers and the
layers).' Type-I to type-H transitions can also be confinement of the phonons. Usually, a single-band,
achieved by application of external forces such as an elec- spherical effective-man model is used for the description
tric field or hydrostatic preure. In the case of type-Il, of the confined carrier states. It is commonly assumed
structures, the lowest conduction-and level is not in the that each of these states is derived from bulk states of a
GaAs but in the AIGasAs layer. In type-I hetero- given symmetry only (e.g., r, X, or L), and levels derived
structures, electrons photoexcited from the valence band from different bulk states do not interact with each other.
to the conduction band relax to lower-energy levels In a superlattice, momentum in the growth direction is
within the sme layer. However, in type-I structures, not conserved due to the discontinuities in the superlat-
the electrons excited to a direct-gap energy level (r) in tice potential in this direction. Therefore, bulk states of
one layer then can relax to an indirect-gap energy level the same energy but different symmetry can couple with
(X) in the adjacent layer. This is a very interesting case each other. For a superlattice grown in the z direction,
because electron relaxation occurs in conjunction with the sixfold degeneracy of the X valley is removed, with
real-space trander. This process, which is normally for- the formation of an X, doublet having momentum along
bidden, is now possible due to the mixing of r and X the growth axi and an X. , quadruplet, with momentum
states by the superlattice potential and relaxation of in the plane. The X,, and L minima are not coupled to
momentum conservation due to interface disorder (lateral the r valley due to the conservation of lateral momen-
mixing). Several experimental results related to F-X tum. Therefore, only the r and X, valleys are coupled
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Ectrs-Soi-p e ucattering in a rectangular quantum wire is studied. The Hamitonian
desrbing the uIt interaction of confined acoustic phonons with carriers is derived by
quatizing the appropriate experimentally verified approximate compressional acoustic-phonon modes
in a fhestanding rectangular quantum wire. The scattering rate due to the deformation-potential in-
teraction is obtained for GaAs quantum wires with a range of cross4ecional dimension. The results
demsate that a propez treatment of conined acoustic phonons may be essential to correctly model
eeA o scatterin rates at low energies in nanoscale structures.

L INTRODUCTION the acoustic-phonon displacements. As is well known,
there are no exact solutions for the complete set of pho-

A number of proposed applications of mesoscopic elec- non modes for a rectangular quantum wire; nevertheless,
tronmic stuctures involve carrier transport at low temper- as for the case of LO phonon modes,8 the approximate
atar= and low carier energies; frequently, the regime of modes presented in this work provide simple and useflb
interes is one where dimensional confinement modifies expressions, which are well suited for modeling the in-
the phase space Substantially. It is well known that in teraction of carriers with acoustic phonons. As a bais
this lowm-teperature, low-ener regi -e, acoustic for investigating the role of reduce dimeioaty on
phonos play an enhancedi role in carrier scattering and the coupling between acoustic phonons and carriers, we
may dominate over the scattering of carriers by optical have formulated the interaction Hamiltonian for the de-
phonons. In addition, in nanoscale structures it is possi- formation potential associated with confined acoustic-
ble that phase-space restrictions may weaken or forbid phonon modes in rectangular quantum wires. The result-
optical-phomm scattering processes that would normally ing scattering rates bsed on the golden rule approxima-
dominate in bulk structures. Recently, there has been an tion) are compared with those obtained from the bulk-
extensive literature on the role of dimensional phonon modes. For numerical calculations, GaAs is used
confinement in modifying lonSitudinal-optical (LO) pho- as the material of choice throughout this study.
non modes and their interactions with charge carriers in
moscale and mesoscopic semiconductor structures (see, . QUANTEIATION OF COMPR IONAL
for example, Refs. 7-12 and the numerous papers refer- ACOUSTIC-PHONON MODES
enced therein). On the other hand, there are relatively FOR A UCrTANGUAR QUANTUM WIRE
few treatments dealin with the role of dimensional
confinement in modifying acoustic-phonon modes and The compressional, or dilatational, acoustic-phonon
their interactions with chag ca eris2- 4 '1,14 In spite of modes in free-standing rods of rectangular cross section
the fact that there is an extensive literature on the theory have been examined both experimentally's and theoreti-
of acoustic modes in conventional waveguides, resona- Cally 1' 1' by Morse in an extended study. Morse has de-
tors, and related structures, few dorts have been report- rived an approximate set of hybrid compressional, or di-
ed on formulating a theory of acoustic phonons in nano- latational, acoustic-phonon modes,"6I which are found
scale structures, where both phonon confinement and a to accurately approximate the experimentally observed
quatum-mchaic treatmeat of phonon normalization modes over a wide range of conditions." Specifically,
are msential. The necessity for such theoretical treat- Morse has found that the approximate hybrid modes de-
ments has been demonstrated recently by experimental rived by assuming separable boundary conditions' 6' 7

studies providing both direct and indirect" . 4 evidence of have simple analytical representations and provide con-
the importance of acoustic-phonon confinement in re- venient approximations for the rectangular geometry
duced dimensional electronic structures. when the cross-sectional dimesions have aspect ratios of

In this paper, we have obtained the normalized expres- approximately 2 or greater. For smaller aspect ratios
dons for acoustic phonons confined in a freestanding (i.e., close to 1), Morse has argued correctly that it is
rectangular quantum wire by appropriately quantizing necessary to turn to numerical solutions since exact
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